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QUESTION 1

A database named DB2 uses the InMemory query mode. Users frequently run the following query: 

You need to configure SQL Server Profiler to determine why the query is performing poorly. 

Which three event should you monitor on the SQL Server Profiler trace events configuration page? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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By using SQL Profiler, you can intercept two classes of trace events from Analysis Services, DAX Query Plan and
DirectQuery events, both generated by the DirectQuery engine. Here, in this scenario we have a DAX Query. 

DAX Query Plan events are generated by the DAX formula. 

By using the In-Memory mode, you store a copy of data in the xVelocity (VertiPaq) storage engine. 

Figure: This is how a query is executed by using In-Memory mode. 

References: Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services, The BISM Tabular Model,Microsoft Press (July 2012), page
331 From Scenario: Users report that the query takes a long time to complete. 
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QUESTION 2

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube. 

Revenue must be compared to a goal and described by a status and a trend. Revenue, 

goal, status, and trend will be defined by Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expressions. 

You need to add the Revenue indicator. 

Which tab should you select? (To answer, select the appropriate tab in the work area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) tabular project. 

In the data warehouse, a table named Sales Persons and Territories defines a relationship between a salesperson\\'s
name, logon ID, and assigned sales territory. 

You need to ensure that each salesperson has access to data from only the sales territory assigned to that salesperson.
You need to use the least amount of development effort to achieve this goal. 

What should you do? (More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Create a new role named Sales Persons with Read permission. Add each salesperson\\'s logon as a member to the
role. 

B. Add the Sales Persons and Territories table to the model, define the relationships, and then implement dynamic
security by using row filters. Grant each salesperson access to the model. 

C. Create a new Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) security group and add each salesperson as a member.
Then create a new role named Sales Persons with Read permission. Add the group as a member to the new role. 

D. Create a separate tabular model for each sales territory and assign each tabular model a corresponding sales
territory name. Grant each salesperson access to the corresponding tabular model of the assigned sales territory. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) tabular project. 

You need to grant the minimum permissions necessary to enable users to query data in a data model. 

Which role permission should you use? 

A. Explorer 

B. Process 

C. Browser 

D. Administrator 

E. Select 

F. Read 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to create the cube processing job and the dimension processing job. Which processing task should you use
for each job? To answer, drag the appropriate processing tasks to the correct locations. Each processing task may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: ProcessData Processes data only without building aggregations or indexes. If there is data is in the partitions, it
will be dropped before re-populating the partition with source data. Box 2: Process Update Forces a re-read of data and
an update of dimension attributes. Flexible aggregations and indexes on related partitions will be dropped. References:h
ttps://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/analysis-services/multidimensionalmodels/processing-options-and-settings-analysis-
services 
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